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Report:
The aim of this beamtime was to perform in situ electrochemical studies on mixed iron and nickel sulphides
using x-ray absorption spectroscopy. A full characterisation of structural changes and surface binding, as a
function of potential, in deoxygenated and CO2 rich electrolyte was proposed.
Good quality data could be collected up to 10 A-1 but not further – this was most likely as a result of scatter
from electrolyte between the working electrode and the cell window. Further development of the set up will
attempt to overcome this issue. XANES data and first shell EXAFS were collected.
In the experimental method, between 5 and 10 scans were taken at each potential after changes in spectra had
stopped. Some changes were gradual rather than instantaneous – it was found that carbon loaded materials
were much more receptive to potential changes than the pure systems – an expected result due to the
increased contact of particles to a conductive medium.
We concentrated on pyrrhotite (Fe7S8), greigite (Fe3S4) and violarite (FeNi2S4) since these are materials
whose surfaces have been extensively modelled by our group in recent months; our present understanding of
surface hydration and CO2 binding on these materials will hopefully correlate with the experimental results
found on this beamtime.

Figure 1 shows the XANES region of carbon loaded pyrrhotite over a range of potentials. In a deoxygenated
pH7 buffer, the edge is seen to shift towards higher energies and white line intensity increases. These are
classic signs of oxidation of the Fe centre and change in coordination. Further analysis of the data must be
performed in order to deduce species being oxidized and those being reduced. The same experiment with a
CO2 rich buffer solution produced strikingly different results, including the shift of the edge to lower energies
at a strongly negative potential, and the decrease in white line intensity at negative potentials followed by an
increase when positive.
Carbon Loaded Pyrrhotite in pH7 Buffer during Electrochemical Cycle
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Figure 1: XAS spectra of carbon loaded pyrrhotite in a pH7 buffer in the electrochemical cell over a
range of potentials.
The results are of purely surface changes and it is therefore an encouraging observation that the changes in
XANES spectra between potentials are significant – it suggests that the synthesized particles have a large
enough surface to bulk ratio to be able to determine surface changes from standard fluorescence
measurements. The quality of data produced from the cell is also much better than expected and there are
considerations for expanding the use of the set up for other systems.

